**Product Review**

**Inject dry materials**

The Land Pride DryJect™ injects high volumes of dry material into the soil, combining aeration, amending, and topdressing in a single pass. You can aerate and inject up to 8 cu. ft. of amendment per 1,000 sq. ft., at 10,000 sq. ft. per hour. Injection depth can be adjusted from 2 to 10 inches with spacing from 2 to 8 inches. The DryJect is ideal for high-efficiency subsurface injection of liquid or dry fungicides, biological products, insecticides and amendments.

The aerator is powered by a 4-cylinder, air-cooled Kohler engine with 13-hp and has an electric start. Speed control is adjustable by hand control in both forward and reverse and it has a disc-type parking brake. For more information contact Advanced Agro Technologies, Inc. at 800/270-TURF, www.dryject.com or Circle No. 269

**Mole and gopher chaser**

R.J. Advantage, Inc. has added ReJeX-iT Mole and Gopher Chaser to its line of products for controlling nuisance animals. It uses castor oil as the active ingredient, combined with an agent for deep soil penetration. It is easy to use and lasts up to 60 days. One quart will cover 10,000 sq. ft.

Other ReJeX-iT products include AG-36 for repelling Canada geese and other nuisance birds from turf areas; TP-40 for spraying on impoundments, decorative ponds or temporary pools of water; and TP-40 (commercial fogging use) for repelling birds from roosting sites or other areas. For more information contact R.J. Advantage, Inc. at 800/423-2473 or Circle No. 270

**Smooth Air Ride sulky**

Tru-Cut Lawnmowers presents the ultimate sulky, the Air Ride. The large air shocks make for a smooth ride, never on hard wheels and easy on your knees. Dual wheels provide a stable ride and the wide track means less lines on the turf. The sulky can be disconnected quickly with one pin and the adjustable hitch allows it to be attached to almost any brand of equipment. For more information contact Jack Ball at 323/258-4135, fax 323/258-3376 or Circle No. 272

**Little Wonder blowers continue to improve**

Little Wonder High-Output blowers now feature a strengthened back panel with deeper ribs to cut down on vibration and commercial grade 5 hardware for longer, trouble-free performance. A safety guard has been added to the patented discharge chute to meet stringent standards.

The line of blowers includes nine different models ranging from 5 to 11 hp. An optional 10-in. diameter intake hose and either a disposal bag or a 20-ft. discharge hose allows the Little Wonders to be adapted for vacuuming use. For more information contact David Navroth at 215/357-5110 or Circle No. 273
Back pack blowers

The new 155BT back pack blower from Husqvarna is quiet, lightweight and powerful. Powered by a 49-cc engine and a maximum air velocity of 183 mph, it is ideal for landscape contractors and grounds management crews. The blower has a lightweight frame, lower vibrations design, quick adjust straps and a unique hip/waist support to stabilize the blower and reduce weight on the shoulders. The throttle is designed for control and lighter weight, with a pistol-grip handle mounted on the tube. For more information contact Husqvarna Forest & Garden Co. at 800/HUSKY-62, www.husqvarna.com or Circle No. 274.

Bayer improves mini-drum packaging

The packaging for Bayleton® Fungicide and Merit® Insecticide has an added feature to improve the integrity of the mini-drum packaging. Water-soluble packets that come in the mini-drum are now enclosed in protective bubblebags for added protection. For more information call 816/242-4749 or Circle No. 275.

Cut closer, use less power

The new Model 914A midmount, rear-discharge mower for New Holland Boomer™ tractors, in 60- and 72-in. cutting widths, mulches grass clippings to avoid the need for raking or clipping disposal. In addition to excellent mulching action, other features include a lower power requirement and — since there is no side discharge chute — the operator can trim close to trees and other obstructions from either side, and the clippings aren’t blown out over driveways and walks. For more information contact New Holland at 717/355-1371 or Circle No. 276.

Team Turfco

Tree Rings in 5 Minutes!

Earn hundreds of dollars cutting tree-rings, reduce labor costs and enhance your service reputation!

The 512 does much more than tree rings. Quickly and easily cut and lay sod in tight spots with a smooth professional finish. Add the tuff little 512 Sod Cutter to your fleet and it can pay for itself in a season!

512 Sod Cutter

The Turfco Tree Ring Machine
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